Changing conditions for fighting economic crime
What constitutes an efficient criminal justice system


09:00  Welcome by Asbjørn Strandbakken

09:05  Tina Søreide: An Efficient Criminal Justice System?

09:15  Framework Conditions for Crime Control  (chair: Elin Skaar)
       Jørn Jacobsen: The Tradition of Nordic Criminal Law: Justice as Efficiency, or Efficiency by Justice?
       Arne Strand: Competing Priorities in Afghanistan- Criminal Justice versus War on Terror
       Rasmus Wandall: Trust and Functionality in the Criminal Justice System

       Debate

11:00  Moving in Different Pace: Why it Adds to the Crime Burden (chair: Ivar Kolstad)
       Charles Kenny: Flying Starlings in International Development: The International Spillover Effects of Criminalization
       Kjetil Bjorvatn: Competition for Resources: Importance of Governance, Implications for Corruption
       Linda Gröning: Harmonization from a Legal Perspective

       Debate

12:30  Lunch (Faculty of Law)

13:30  The Difficulty of Criminalizing Right (chair: Rasmus Wandall)
       Peter Whelan: The Criminalization of Cartel Activity: A Sensible Choice?
       Eva Gavrilova: Medical Marijuana Laws, Drug Sales and Crimes in the US
       Siri Gloppen: Criminalization: Changing Incentives or norms?

       Debate

15:00  Coffee

15:15  Linda Gröning: Lessons for the Criminal Justice System and Research

15:30  Tina Søreide: Concluding remarks